Terrier Tussle 6: February 8, 1997 Round 7: Questions by Vanderbilt via Stanford
Cardinal Classic TOSSUPS
1. His nickname "Beta" referred to his standing at least second in each of the branches of
knowledge of his time, especially mathematics. FTP, name this chief librarian at the
University of Alexandria, famous for measming the earth's circumference and for his
"sieve" for finding prime numbers.
Answer: _ERATOSTHENES_ of Cyrene
2. Consisting of thirteen acts and set in a small New England town, it tells of Christine
Mannon, who murders her husband, a Civil War general, after his return from fighting.
Their daughter Lavinia later finds the poison and urges her brother Orin to exact revenge.
FTP, name this Eugene O'Neill trilogy based on the _Oresteia_ of Aeschylus.
Answer: _MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA_
3. Captain Ernest Medina's March 15th briefmg had warned of a head-on confrontation
with the Viet Cong's 48th Battalion. The next day, officers in an observation helicopter
saw not a battle, but screaming men, women, and children being machine-gunned by
American soldiers. FTP, name this event, described as "no big deal" by Lieutenant
William Calley.
Answer: _MY LAC Massacre
4. Forty million copies of it have been sold since its invention in 1985, but its inventor did
not reap any of the monetary rewards of this early Soviet experiment with capitalism until
January of 1997. FTP, name this Alexey Pajitnov creation, a simple puzzle game most
popular on Nintendo's Game Boy system.
Answer: _TETRIS_
5. Now treated by the drug haloperidol, it once caused its victims to be accused of
witchcraft, and it may have afflicted the English writer Samuel Johnson. FTP, name this
disorder of the central nervous system, characterized by physical twitches, involuntary
repetition of the words of others, and compulsive repetition of obscenities.
Answer: Gilles de la _TOURETIE'S_ syndrome
6. At one time, canon law held that fifty years must elapse between a person's death and
his or her canonization, but in 1946, only 29 years after this woman's death, Pope Pius the
Twelfth waived the rule in her honor. FTP, name this Italian-born founder of the
Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart.
Answer: Saint Frances Xavier (Mother) _CABRINC
7. He employed the policy of "quiet diplomacy" to secure the 1955 release of 11 US
airmen held prisoner in China. Later he assisted in resolving the Suez Canal crisis and was
en route to the African state of Katanga when he was killed in a plane crash. FTP, name
this Swedish successor to Trygve Lie as secretary general of the U.N.
Answer: Dag _HAMMARSKJOLD_

8. In 1983, a Milwaukee radio personality jokingly announced that two thousand of them
would be dropped from a B-29 circling County Stadium. Such was the buying craze that
several adults actually showed up to catch one. FTP, name these Xavier Roberts-designed
toys, lately vilified for devouring the hair of young girls.
Answer: _CABBAGE PATCH KIDS_ Wrong: Snacktime Kids, Cabbage Patch Snacktime
Kids Prompt: Dolls
9. Influenced by T. E. Hulme's aesthetic theories, it emphasized free choice of subject
matter and rhythm composed "in sequence of the musical phrase." Joyce and Ford Madox
Ford contributed to its first anthology, and its manifesto was published in _Poetry_
magazine in 1913. FTP, name this poetic movement, led by Amy Lowell after 1914.
Answer: _IMAGISM_
10. It was home to FOIt Nassau, built by Dutch traders in 1614, making it the secondoldest permanent settlement in the thirteen colonies. In 1754 representatives from seven
colonies met there to gain the loyalty of the Iroquois against the French. FTP, name this
city on the Hudson River which appears first in an alphabetical list of state capitals.
Answer: _ALBANY_, New York
11. Forms of it include" sambo," popular in Russia; "Cumberland-and-Westmoreland," an
ancient English style in which the competitors start with their arms clasped behind their
backs; and "yagli," a Turkish variety in which contestants smear themselves with olive oil
to make the holds difficult. FTP, name this sport, better known in its Greco-Roman and
professional incamations.
Answer: _ WRESTLING_
12. The kitchen maid Gmsha saves the life of a deposed govemor's infant son after the
child's mother flees. After incurring great perU in her attempt to protect the child, she is
awarded custody by judge Azdak, who bases his decision on Solomon's reasoning in a
similar case. FTP, name this Bertolt Brecht play.
Answer: The _CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE_
13. South Aflican restaurants are packed on this day of the week because it is the servants'
traditional day off. ABC bliefly showed baseball games on this night in 1989. A Different
World, Night Court, LA Law, and Must See TV are all associated with, FTP, what night
of the week?
Answer: _THURSDAY_
14. Either of two answers is acceptable. This man caused confusion among employees at
Elliott's Body Shop in Junction City, Kansas, by renting a truck the day after Timothy
McVeigh did the same, and officials spent almost two years looking for a sketched suspect
under this name. FTP, identify this Army Private either by his name or by the alias that
authorities had assigned to him.
Answer: _JOHN DOE NO. 2_ (or Todd BUNTING)
15. His name comes from a kind of flint used to test for gold and silver by the color of the
streak made when rubbed across metal. In Act ill, he parodies the poems Orlando has
I

tacked to the trees to express his love for Rosalind. FfP, name this clown in _As You
Like It_.
Answer: _TOUCHSTONE_
16. Before this man's junior season, Notre Dame's sports information director suggested
that he change the pronunciation of his name to rhyme with that of his sport's most
prestigious award. He did, but ended up second in the voting to Stanford's Jim Plunkett.
FfP, name this one-time star quarterback for the Washington Redskins.
Answer: Joe _THEISMANN_
17. The homogeneous type has the same phase of matter as the reactants, while the
heterogeneous type is present as a distinct phase. FfP, name these substances which
increase the AlThenius factor or lower the activation energy and thereby speed up a reaction
without undergoing permanent change.
Answer: _CATAL YST_
18. The subject of poems by Frost and Sandburg and of an operetta by Auden and Britten,
he first appeared in print in James MacGillivray's 1910 article "The Round River Drive."
FfP, name this mythical figure with an acre-sized camp stove, famous for his companion
Johnny Inkslinger and for fOlming the Grand Canyon with his blue ox Babe.
Answer: Paul_BUNYAN_
19. Based on the writings of Patanjali, the practice generally involves moral restraint and
the awakening of physical energy centers through specific postures, known as "asanas."
FfP, give this term from the Sanskrit for "union" which denotes a number of Hindu
disciplines meant to aid the soul's merging with God.

20. After organizing music festivals in France and Puerto Rico in the 1950s, he began a
long assocation in 1960 with the Marlboro festival in Vermont. FfP, name this ardently
anti-Fascist conductor, composer, and Spanish cellist.
Answer: Pablo _CASALS_
21. The site of a 191 BC Roman victory over Antiochus the Third and of the 1941 German
stalemate of Anzacs, it is located between Mount Oeta and the Southern Malian Gulf. FfP,
name this strategically located northern entrance to Greece, site of a crushing victory by
Xerxes over Leonidas' Spartan troops in 480 BC.
Answer: _THERMOPYLAE_ (Thermopilai)
22. It holds for the strong and electromagnetic interactions, but in weak interactions such
as the beta decay of Cobalt-60, the spin of the emitted electrons has a prefelTed sense.
FfP, name this principle, usually formalized in terms of a transformation between left- and
right-handed coordinate systems, that says that the laws of physics are indifferent to miITor
reflection.
Answer: Conservation of _PARITY_Accept: _SPACE-REFLECTION SYMMETRY_

23. Covers of songs such as "Smoke on the Water," "Paradise City," and "Stairway to
Heaven" appear on his new album _In a Metal Mood: No More Mr. Nice Guy_, marking a
dramatic change in the style of, FfP, what 62-year-old Christian entertainer, famous for
•
his white shoes.
Answer: Charles Eugene "Pat" _BOONE_
24. From 1929 until World War II, he headed the political science department at Howard
University; after two years in the State Department, he joined the U.N., serving as its
undersecretary general from 1967 until his death in 1971. FfP, name this secretary of the
Palestine Commission who was awarded the 1950 Nobel Peace Prize.
Answer: Ralph Johnson _BUNCHE_
25. In January of 1996, this nation's top union leader, Abdelhak Benhamouda, was
murdered by Muslim insurgents in the fifth year of their campaign against President
Liamine Zeroual's government. FTP, name this nation, whose people buried Benhamouda
in the "martyrs' quarter" of the E1 Alia cemetery in eastern Algiers.
Answer: _ALGERIA_
26. First discovered in 1856 in its namesake river valley in Germany, he is often found
today in association with Mousterian stone implements, which are D-shaped scrapers for
dressing skins. Identify these Paleolithic cave-dwellers characterized by a low forehead
and projecting brow ridges.
Answer: _NEANDERTHAL_ Man
27. Not only a work of art, it is an impOitant source of the costuming and military history
of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Traditionally attributed to Queen Matilda, wife of
William the Conqueror, it measures 230 feet by 20 inches. FTP, give the misnomer for
this embroidery depicting in about seventy scenes the Norman Conquest of England.
Answer: _BAYEUX T APESTR Y_
28. It extends from the French border south to the Mediterranean and includes Tarragona,
Lerida, and Gerona. United with Aragon in 1137, it became an important trade center and
declined after the union of Castile and Aragon. FTP, name this autonomous Spanish
region containing the city of Barcelona.
Answer: _CATALONIA_ (Catalunia)
29. Found chiefly in Madagascar, Africa, and Asia, it has a compressed body with a
curled, prehensile tail and bulging eyes that move independently. They eat insects and
small birds, can bear live young or lay eggs, and often have a helmet or horn on their
heads. FfP, name this arboreal lizard characterized by its ability to change color.
Answer: _CHAMELEON_
30. One more tossup until lunch: FAQTP, according to your written schedule, when is
Round 8 scheduled to start?
Answer: _1:30 PM_

Ten·ier Tussle 6: FeblUary 8, 1997 Round 7: Questions by Vanderbilt A via Stanford
Cardinal Classic BONUSES
1. <30 points> Given songs from a rock artist's debut album, name the artist for five
points and the album for ten additional points.

A. "I Will Follow," "Out of Control," and "Shadows and Tall Trees" Answer: _U2_ (5
pts) _BOY_ (10 pts)

B. "Lost in the Flood" and "Blinded by the Light" Answer: BlUce _SPRINGSTEEN_ (5
pts) _GREETINGS FROM ASBURY PARK, NEW JERSEY_ (10 pts)
2. <25 points> Recently a fonner White House deputy chief of staff has come under fire
for possibly soliciting illegal contributions from R. Warren Medoff. FTPE, A. <5> F5P,
name this official. Answer: Harold _ICKES_

B. <10> FTP, name the 1939 piece of legislation which, according to Press Secretary
Michael McCurry, was not violated by Ickes. Answer: _HATCH_ Act
e. <10> Passage of the Hatch Act was spUlTed by allegations that funds were misused by
staff members of, FTP, what New Deal Program? Answer: _WPA_ (or _WORKS
PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION_) Accept: _WORKS PROJECTS
ADMINISTRATION_
3. <30 points> Answer the following about humanistic psychology for 15 points each. A.
<15> In this process emphasized by Abraham Maslow, persons strive to achieve their
highest potential in the context of difficult experiences.
Answer: _SELF-ACTUALIZING_ (or _SELF-ACTUALIZATION.J

B. <15> Who is the founder of client-centered therapy?
Answer: Carl_ROOERS_

4. <30 points> For 15 points each, identify these events and people of Persia's
Achaemenid dynasty.
A. <15> This founder of this dynasty and of the Persian empire captured Babylon in 538
BC.
Answer: _CYRUS THE GREAT_

B. <15> This son of CylUS the Great conquered Egypt after taking the throne in 529 Be.
Answer: _CAMBYSES Ie
5. <30 points> For ten points each, answer the following concerning the chemistry of
coordination complexes.
A. <10> What name is given to a molecule or ion bound to a metal atom or ion through
coordination at its lone electron pairs?
Answer: _LIGAND_

B. <10> What telm is used to refer to a ligand that bonds to a metal atom through two
atoms of the ligand?
Answer: _BIDENTATE_
C. <10> What is the common abbreviation given to the bidentate ligand ethylenediamine?

6. <30 points> Did you get to vote in Pakistan's most recent elections? FfPE, and please
distinguish which is which: Name, first the incumbent who lost the election; second, the
former prime minister who defeated Bhutto; AND third, the Pakastani President who
ordered the election.
Answer: Benazir _BHUTTO_ Answer: Nawaz _SHARIF_Answer: Farooq Ahmed
_LEGHARI_ (Can be given out of order ONLY IF captain clearly identifies who's whom)
7. <25 points> A. <10 points> For 5 points each, name Igor Stravinsky's first two ballets
in any order.
Answer: The _FIREBIRD_ Answer: _PETRUSHKA_
B. His neoclassical period came to an end with this 1951 opera, modeled after Mozart and a
famous English series of paintings. Answer: The _RAKE'S PROGRESS_
8. <30 points> Answer the following about Philip K. Dick FI5PE.
A. <15 points> Dick's story "We Can Remember It For You Wholesale" served as the
basis for this movie.
Answer: _TOTAL RECALL_
B. <15 points> The film _Bladerunnec was based on this Dick story. Answer: _"DO
ANDROIDS DREAM OF ELECTRIC SHEEP?"_
9. <20 points> Identify the following parts of the brain for 10 points each.
A. <10 points> This lobe of the brain is responsible for recognizing various sensations of
touch, but is not to be confused with antiquated college rules that kept couples from
experiencing sensations of touch after hours.
Answer: _PARIETAL_lobe
B. <10 points> Damage to this part of the left hemisphere of the cerebral cortex leads to
loss of fluency in speech but affects content only slightly.
Answer: _BROCA'S_ area
10. <30 points> Identify the following organizations associated with the U.S. Civil Rights
Movement for fifteen points each.
A. <15 points> It gained national recognition with the "Freedom Rides" in 1961 and
became more militant after its founder, James Farmer, was succeeded by Floyd McKissick
in 1966.

Answer: _CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY_ (or _CORE~
B. <15 points> This group of leftist college students protested the Vietnam War and
spawned a small revolutionary group known as the Weathermen in 1969.
Answer: _STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY_ CSDS~
11. <25 points> Name the following U.S. rivers from clues for the stated point value.
A. <10 points> FfP, originating in Yellowstone, it flows through Hell's Canyon gorge.
Answer: _SNAKE_ River
B. <15 points> It rises in northeast Georgia and flows to Alabama and Horida before
forming Lake Seminole.
Answer: _CHATIAHOOCHEE_ River
12. <25 points> Answer the following about the history of the novel for the stated point
value.
A. <10 points> FTP, written by Lucius Apuleius, it is the only Roman novel to survive
intact
Answer: The _GOLDEN ASS_ (or _METAMORPHOSES_)
B. <15 points> The masterpiece of Samuel Richardson, it comprises a four-way
cOlTespondence between the title character, Miss Howe, Robert Lovelace, and John
Belford and is the longest novel ever written in English.
Answer: _CLARISSA_; or, The History of a Young Lady
13. <30 points> Given clues about a famous musician and a famous baseball player, give
their shared first and last names for ten points each.
A. A drug-plagued pitcher for the Yankees and a lead guitarist for Yes Answer: _STEVE
HOWE_
B. An All-Star second baseman for the Angels and a rock star of the 1950s Answer:
_JOHNNY RAY_

C. A pitcher for the A's and Dodgers and a member of Heetwood Mac Answer: _BOB
WELCH_
14. <25 points> Give the following terms or people from Russian history, ten for one or
25 for both.
A. They were members of the Northern Society who staged an unsuccessful revolt in St.
Petersburg in late 1825.
Answer: _DECEMBRISTS_
B. This pe110d of anarchy came to an end when the Romanov dynasty was established.

Answer: _TIME OF TROUBLES_, or _SMUTNOYE VREMY A_
15. <30 points> A precursor to the Enlightenment philosphers argued in a 1516 work that
etemallife was not necessary to ensure ethical conduct because virtue was its own reward
and vice its own punishment. For 15 points each, name this Italian thinker and his bestknown work.
Answers: Pietro _POMPONAZZC; _ON THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL_
16. <20 points> The scores of an estimated 45,000 students who took this test on October
12 will be boosted by up to 30 points because a sharp-eyed student found an error in a
math problem. 1. <5 points> F5P, name this test.
,
Answer: _S_cholastic _A_ptitude _T_est
2. <15 points> For 15 points for the exact year or 5 points if within five years, when is the
last time that the College Board acknowledged a mistake on the SATs?
Answer: _1982_ (Award five points for 1977-1987)
17. <25 points> Give the following terms or names from geology for the stated number of
points. Each correct answer begins with "D." 1. <10 points> FTP, during this period of
geologic time, known as the "Age of Fishes" the first land vertebrate appeared
Answer: _DEVONIAN_ period
2. <15 points> F15P, a hill created by a glacier out of either debris or bedrock.
Answer: _DRUMLIN_
18. <30 points> Name the T. S. Eliot poems from quotes for 15 points each.
1. <15 points> "No! I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be ... "

Answer: The _LOVE SONG OF J. ALFRED PRUFROCK_
2. <15 points> "A cold coming we had of it, / Just the worst time of the year."
Answer: _JOURNEY OF THE MAGC
19. <25 points> Name the sports personalities who spoke the following famous lines for
the stated point value.
A. <10 points> In 1983, this Philadelphia 76ers star predicted three straight playoff series
sweeps with the succinct line "Four-four-four."
Answer: Moses _MALONE_
B. <15 points> This legendary sportswriter wrote, "When the one Great Scorer comes to
write against your name--He marks--not that you won or lost--but how you played the
game."
Answer: Grantland _RICE_

20. <20 points> Founded in Philadelphia in 1869, it consisted of many local assemblies
made up of skilled and unskilled workers of diverse race and gender. FfP each, name this
organization, and the May 1886 Chicago riot after which membership declined sharply.
Answer: _KNIGHTS OF LABOR_ Answer: _HAYMARKET_ Square riot
21. <30 points> Acting head Gene Dyson commissioned an investigation of the
organization's financial practices, and the recently released report shows that the $1.7
billion, not-for-profit organization may have severely mismanaged its finances. For ten
points each, name this organization, and the accounting firm which conducted the
investigation while the group's president was away on the campaign trail.
Answer: _AMERICAN RED CROSS__KPMG PEAT MARWICK_ Prompt: any partial
answer
22. <25 points> Mary Tyler Moore fans, FfP for one or 25 for both, name the actors who
played Lou Grant and Sue Ann Nivens.
Answer: Edward _ASNER_ Answer: Betty _WHITE_
23. <30 points> For five points each, name the six African nations which share a border
with Burkina Faso.
Answer: _MALe, _NIGER_, _BENIN_, _TOGO_, _GHANA_, _COTE D'IVOIRE_ (or
_IVORY COAST-.J
24. <30 points> Name these game theory pioneers for 15 points each. 1. <15 points> He
co-authored the 1944 "Theory of Games and Economic Behavior" with Oscar
Morgenstern.
Answer: John _VON NEUMANN_
2. <15 points> He shared the 1994 Nobel Prize in Economics with John C. Harsanyi and
Reinhard Selten.
Answer: John _NASH_
25. <20 points> For ten points each, identify the following landmarks of the Middle East.
A. <10 points> This historic ridge in western Jordan is associated with the preachings and
ascension of Christ and with the Garden of Gethsemane, which lies on its western slope.
Answer: _MOUNT OF OLIVES_
B. <10 points> This desert region in southern Israel covers about one-half of the nation's
total land areA.
Answer: _NEGEV_ (or _HANEGEV-.J
26. <30 points> Given a literary work published in 1979, name its author for ten points
each.
A. <10 points> _Sophie's Choice_ Answer: William _STYRON_

B. <10 points> _Good as Gold_ Answer: Joseph _HELLER_
C. <10 points> _Life Before Man_ Answer: Margaret_ATWOOD_
27. <30 points> Given the title of a painting, name its French artist for ten points each.
A. <10 points> _Third-Class Carriage_ Answer: Honore _DAUMIER_

B. <10 points> _The Studio: A Real Allegory Concerning Seven Years of My Artistic
Life_ Answer: Gustave _COURBET_
C. <10 points> _The Milkmaid_ Answer: Jean-Francois _MILLET_

28. <20 points> For ten points each, name the official service book of the Church of
England and the man who directed the first drafting of it in 1549.
Answer: _Book of Common Prayer_ Answer: Archbishop Thomas _Cranmer_

